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The role of alcohol in identity construction among LGBT people: qualitative study

Abstract (200 words)

Research suggests that alcohol use and misuse are higher among lesbian, gay and bisexual than heterosexual populations, yet the social context of drinking in sexual minority communities has rarely been examined. To explore lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) people’s relationship with alcohol, we conducted seven focus groups (N=33) with pre-existing groups of friends and work colleagues (18 to 52 years) in Scotland, UK. We identified and analysed patterns in our data using thematic analysis. Respondents perceived heavy drinking as central to the commercial gay scene. Choice of drink and drinking vessel was an important part of identity construction. Respondents discussed the perception that gay men would drink alcopops and cocktails while lesbians would drink pints of beer. Even when stereotypes were dismissed as inaccurate, they were still thought to pressure people to drink ‘appropriately’. Respondents who did not identify as male or female, and those who used drag, were particularly aware of their choice of drink as a means to express identity or to challenge people’s preconceptions about gender. Researchers developing interventions to reduce alcohol-related harm in sexual minority populations need to take account of the central role of identity construction in LGBT drinking practices.
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Introduction

Sexual minority groups (i.e. those who identify as gay, lesbian or bisexual) are more likely to drink alcohol, to drink excessively and to experience alcohol-related problems than those who identify as heterosexual (Allen and Mowbray 2016, Gonzales et al. 2016, Guasp 2011, Hughes and Eliason 2002, Hunt and Fish 2008, Keogh et al. 2009, King et al. 2008, Meads et al. 2009, Varney 2008). For example, Buffin and colleagues (2011) found that 29% of women and 34% of men in sexual minority groups in England reported heavy episodic drinking at least once or twice a week in the last month (>8 units of alcohol in a single session for men, >6 units for women), compared to 12% of women and 18% of men in the general population (Office for National Statistics 2013). Although often grouped together, LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender) people are not a homogenous group (Bloomfield et al. 2011, Hughes and Eliason 2002). Very little is known about drinking in the transgender population (Moncrieff 2014).

It has been suggested that the increased use of alcohol by those who identify as LGBT may be a way of coping with structural factors such as marginalisation, discrimination and stigma and an escape from heterosexist social norms (Peralta, 2008). Alternatively, alcohol may play an important part in social roles. LGBT people are less likely to become parents – which is often associated with reduced alcohol consumption – and drinking may be seen as an aid to exploring sexuality, particularly when ‘coming out’ (Keogh et al. 2009). Researchers have also noted the centrality of alcohol to the commercial gay scene and the targeted marketing of alcohol to gay men (Drabble 2000). Finally, support services for alcohol problems may not be aware of the barriers LGBT populations face when seeking support, and health professionals may have a lack of familiarity with LGBT social norms (Keogh et al., 2009).
There is a growing international literature exploring how men and women use alcohol to construct a range of gendered identities (Bobrova et al. 2010, Dumbili 2015, Ho 2015, Simonen et al. 2014, Thurnell-Read 2011, Wolff et al. 2006, Yuan et al. 2010). This is important as policy and intervention responses which ignore the social meanings of health-related behaviours are unlikely to be successful (de Visser et al. 2013, Stead et al. 2001). Following West & Zimmerman (1987), gender is understood as a ‘performance’ which takes place in social situations and changes across different contexts, rather than as a static property of individuals. ‘Doing’ gender appropriately creates difference between women and men, and renders gendered social arrangements normal and natural. However, failing to ‘do’ gender appropriately means that “we as individuals … may be called to account (for our character, motives, and predispositions)” (p146). Almost thirty years ago, Lemle & Mishkind (1989) argued that consuming large amounts of alcohol without apparent consequence, drinking alcohol ‘straight’ (i.e. not diluting it with soft drinks) and drinking beer or ‘hard liquor’ (as opposed to sweet drinks associated with femininity) were perceived as key components of ‘manliness’. More recent qualitative research points to the continuing salience of these social practices for men (Campbell 2000, de Visser and Smith 2007, Emslie et al. 2013, Harnett et al. 2000, Mullen et al. 2007, Willott and Lyons 2012) and highlights the denigration of women and of men positioned as being insufficiently ‘manly’ to hold their drink (de Visser and Smith 2007, Emslie et al. 2013, Gough and Edwards 1998, Peralta 2007, Willott and Lyons 2012). Women’s drinking is often constructed in opposition to men’s drinking. For example Emslie and colleagues (2015) found that while women in early midlife used alcohol to construct a range of identities, traditional notions of femininity (e.g. paying attention to their appearance, drinking ‘feminine’ drinks) remained important. Double standards around gender and alcohol persist; drinking beer (particularly from pint glasses)
and public drunkenness are still viewed as ‘masculine’ behaviours in many places, and older or working-class women in particular are positioned as deviant, out of control and embarrassing when perceived to be drinking heavily in public (de Visser and McDonnell 2012, Griffin et al. 2013, Lyons and Willott 2008). However, researchers have also identified more flexible gender practices around drinking (de Visser and Smith 2007, Willott and Lyons 2012). Indeed, it has been argued that drinking may create spaces where men and women can temporarily relax some of the conventions around appropriate gender performances (Emslie et al. 2013, Peralta 2008, Thurnell-Read 2011).

Very few studies have explored how LGBT people use alcohol to construct gender and sexual identities. The scant evidence which exists suggests that clubs and pubs on the commercial gay scene provide spaces apart from the heteronormative world where people can celebrate difference (Peralta 2008), feel ‘authentic’ (Holt and Griffin 2003) and lose or express themselves through music, dance, drinking and sex (Cáceres and Cortiñas 1996, Valentine and Skelton 2003). Two US studies have taken an in-depth look at how gender and sexuality are (re)constructed by LGBT respondents in gay bars. Caceres & Cortinas (1996), using a Latino gay bar as a case study, argued that this transgressive space allowed the disruption of structures around gender and sexuality. They suggested drag queens in this bar drew on tools (e.g. clothing, silicone, make up, jewellery, song lyrics) to interrogate gender, and that alcohol acquired “an almost ritualistic necessity as the washing away of a certain part of the self, thus allowing the exploration of assumed identities taboo on the outside” (p255). Peralta (2008) interviewed gay, lesbian and heterosexual students and found drinking was used to justify behaviour which deviated from societal expectations of gender; for example, young gay men discussed relying on alcohol to ‘excuse’ same-sex sexual behaviour when first coming out. Peralta concluded that gender practices became more varied in contexts where
people were drinking, but because of the alcohol ‘excuse’, gender structures were not challenged: “Bars are thus locations where the boundaries of gender are redrawn, recreated, and reinvented because of the time-out period afforded by alcohol use” (p390-392).

Our study addressed this gap in the literature. We used a qualitative approach to explore how LGBT people experienced and understood alcohol consumption (on the commercial gay scene and elsewhere). We were particularly interested in whether, and how, constructions of identity were important to their drinking practices.

**Methods**

We conducted a qualitative study to explore the social context of drinking among LGBT people in Scotland, United Kingdom. Our study was informed by a social constructionist approach which views the world as having multiple systems of knowledge which are created and maintained through all kinds of social interactions and particularly through language (Burr 2003). Given the intrinsically social nature of drinking, we chose to conduct focus groups with LGBT people who knew each other and could draw on shared experiences (Kitzinger 1994). Previous work exploring perceptions of alcohol has used these methods successfully (Emslie et al. 2012, Lyons and Willott 2008).

Inclusion criteria were that participants were 18 years or older (and so could drink legally in the UK), identified as belonging to a sexual minority or transgender group and drank alcohol but did not perceive themselves as having problems with alcohol. We asked respondents if they would be willing to talk about their ‘usual everyday experiences with alcohol’, to emphasise that we were not interested in focusing on excessive or problematic drinking. Our
aim was to recruit a diverse sample by sexual and gender identity and by age (given that age is likely to impact on alcohol consumption and participation in the gay scene). However, our control was limited given that we only recruited the initial participant and then asked them to recruit friends, acquaintances or colleagues to attend the group with them. Ethical approval was granted by the Department of Psychology, Social Work & Allied Health Sciences Research Ethics Committee, Glasgow Caledonian University.

It was time-consuming to recruit respondents to this study; individuals were often interested but were unable to recruit other LGBT friends or colleagues to take part. Strategies included approaching potential respondents in gay pubs, clubs and on the street and giving out flyers about the study; sending email invitations asking people to forward study information to friends and colleagues and to advertise the study on their Facebook pages; advertising the study via posters in workplaces and supermarkets; approaching LGBT and community groups, and advertising the study through community websites (e.g. Gumtree) and social media (Facebook and Twitter). All of these approaches yielded respondents, but the email invitations, LGBT groups and Gumtree were most successful.

Data collection took place between September 2014 and March 2015. Two researchers (JL & CE) facilitated the groups which lasted between 45 and 95 minutes. After an explanation of the study and assurances about confidentiality, respondents were asked to give written informed consent and permission for discussions to be recorded. Non-alcoholic drinks were provided. The topic guide included questions about drinking on and off the gay scene, the role of alcohol in coming out, stereotypes about LGBT drinking, alcohol marketing on the gay scene, the role of social media in relation to drinking and socialising, and accessing
alcohol advice and services. Respondents were given £15 (around $20 US dollars) gift vouchers to thank them for participating.

Focus groups involve discursive performances where respondents and researchers position themselves in relation to each other, and in relation to the interview context and the topics discussed (Manderson et al. 2006). When carrying out qualitative research with LGBT people, it has been suggested that researchers who share the same sexual orientation will find it easier to build rapport and to access accounts that have greater validity (Almack 2008). In this study, both facilitators identified as female, cisgender, white, Scottish and heterosexual; one was aged in her early thirties when data collection took place while the other was in her forties. We attempted to build rapport through being open, friendly and interested in the respondents’ accounts, and through local knowledge of LGBT groups and the commercial gay scene. It is important to state that a researcher who identified as lesbian, gay, bisexual, queer, non-binary or transgender may have elicited different accounts. However, the complexities of the research context should also be acknowledged. First, elements of identity other than sexual orientation are salient; for example, in this study, respondents discussed the impact of ageing, being a parent and being part of musical subcultures. Different facets of identity are not static and disconnected, but interdependent and constantly constructed in the interview context, with specific characteristics sometimes highlighted and sometimes relatively muted (Broom et al. 2009, Richards and Emslie 2000). Secondly, there are disadvantages as well as advantages in having ‘insider’ status; ‘outsiders’ may be able to ask more questions and reveal more ‘taken for granted’ assumptions (Hayfield and Huxley 2015). Finally, identities such as ‘gay’ or ‘transgender’ are not homogenous categories (Almack 2008), and researchers and respondents who may identify as such may not necessarily share similar experiences.
In total, 33 respondents participated in seven focus groups (Table 1). We succeeded in recruiting a diverse sample of respondents in terms of age range (18 to 52 years; around half – 15/33 - aged over 25 years), sexual identity (11 respondents identified as lesbian, 15 as gay, 3 as bisexual, 1 as heterosexual and 3 as ‘other’, ‘queer’ or ‘pansexual’) and gender identity (15 respondents identified as male, 14 as female, and 4 as transgender or ‘gender fluid’). Most respondents indicated they were ‘out’ with everybody or nearly everybody (29/33) and half frequently or sometimes used the gay scene (17/33). Ten respondents lived with partners, ten lived with parents or relatives, nine lived on their own, three lived with flatmates, while one had ‘other’ living arrangements. Only two respondents (both lesbians) reported having children. Around half (15/33) were educated to degree level and almost all (31/33) were from the majority white population.

Just before the discussions began, respondents completed a drinking grid which enabled us to estimate the number of units consumed in the last week; each unit represents 8 grams of pure alcohol. Most (27 / 33) respondents reported their consumption was consistent with the ‘lower risk’ weekly drinking benchmark (14 units or less for women, 21 units or less for men; (Department of Health 2007, Royal College of Psychiatrists 2001) commonly used by UK researchers when data were collected (Frisher et al. 2015, Holmes et al. 2014).

Following Braun & Clarke’s (2006) guidelines for thematic analysis, we moved backwards and forwards through the following six steps: data familiarization; generating initial codes; searching for themes, reviewing themes; defining and naming themes; final analysis and write-up. Focus groups were transcribed verbatim and the transcripts were checked for
accuracy. Names were replaced with pseudonyms. Transcripts and fieldnotes were read repeatedly and discussed by the authors. One researcher (CE) identified initial codes in the data and sorted these into potential themes, facilitated by the software package QSR Nvivo. This process generated four broad themes (i.e. drinking practices; gender/sexuality; health services; marketing and social media) and 20 sub themes (e.g. drinking practices-lifecourse, gender/sexuality-gay scene, gender/sexuality- drinking stereotypes, health services-discussing alcohol). These themes were reviewed through an ongoing dialogue with all the researchers to ensure they were grounded in the original data. Differences in interpretation were resolved through discussion between the three researchers and, on occasion, with members of the project advisory group. Informed by these discussions, CE then reformulated these initial themes into higher order groupings focusing on drinking contexts and drinking identities.

Given our social constructionist approach, and our research questions, we paid particular attention to the interactive processes between participants and their ‘performative’ use of language to construct identity (Burr 2003).

We use the following conventions when presenting qualitative data below: square brackets indicate our explanation of colloquial terms (e.g. hammered [very drunk]) while three dots (...) indicate some words from the transcript have been deliberately omitted.
Findings

Drinking contexts: the centrality of alcohol on the commercial gay scene

There was general consensus about the heavy drinking culture on the commercial gay scene (CGS): ‘it’s a bit too manically drunk for my liking’ (FG1 = focus group 1); ‘I can’t go out sober’ (FG2); ‘it’s a culture thing to go on the gay scene, get drunk, so maybe people don’t realise they have an issue with alcohol’ (FG4); ‘the only thing to do is get hammered [very drunk] and have a boogie [dance]’ (FG6). Respondents discussed the marketing of particular drinks (i.e. alcopops, shots and spirits) within venues, cheap midweek alcohol promotions and the relaunching of old drinks repackaged to the LGBT community (e.g. Smirnoff with cranberry & lime). Respondents felt they drank more heavily on the gay scene than they did elsewhere because of the expectation that everyone would be drinking heavily, because going out on the CGS was often associated with ‘big’ nights out and celebrations when people would be more likely to drink heavily, and / or because it was cheaper than straight venues. There was also a recognition of the heavy drinking culture in Scotland generally (‘it’s a massive drinking culture and it’s getting bigger and bigger and bigger’ FG3), which influenced people’s drinking whatever their gender or sexual identity. However, participants discussed how LGBT people were more likely to use bars and clubs than heterosexual people because they had more limited options to socialise and were less likely to have parental responsibilities which might limit drinking. They also suggested that marginalised groups (particularly bisexual and transgender people) might drink more because of isolation and double discrimination (from both outside and within the LGBT community).

Participants in every focus group discussed how their drinking had changed over time. The expected trajectory was that people would drink heavily (‘going out and getting steaming’; ‘getting mad with it’) when they first ‘came out’ and encountered the CGS but that their
drinking, and use of the scene, would gradually reduce over time. To some extent, this entry into the alcohol-fuelled CGS was perceived as a necessary rite of passage, a way to gain acceptance and, by some, as an important part of LGBT identity. Some discussed the necessity of drinking to give them the confidence to go out and feel accepted on the gay scene (‘I’ve yet to meet another man in sobriety. I’m always drunk, it’s my confidence’ FG3; see also Peralta, 2008), a space where LGBT people can express their identities and have these identities validated by others (Valentine and Skelton 2003).

However the idea that people simply ‘grew out’ of the scene (and excessive drinking) as they got older and acquired more responsibilities was challenged by respondents’ accounts. First, respondents in midlife described continuing strong peer pressure to drink. Those who chose not to drink on some occasions discussed how this ‘alarmed’ people, ended conversations (sometimes with previously interested admirers) and could lead to hostility. Similar findings have been reported from respondents in the west of Scotland who did not identity as LGBT (Emslie et al, 2012). Secondly, some respondents described how their drinking had stayed at the same level, or increased, since ‘coming out’, often due to increased income. Thirdly, respondents generally associated the break-up of relationships with spending more time on the CGS and more drinking. These life events could happen at any age and disrupted the general assumption of reduced drinking as one aged. Finally, the assumption that increased responsibilities led to decreased drinking was rarely mentioned by respondents, although some discussed this in relation to work commitments. Only two respondents in the study had children. They described how this limited their drinking and were scornful of the notion of spontaneous midweek nights out described by others in their group (‘We have children. You don’t go out on a Wednesday when you have children!’: FG6). Respondents in two groups (FG2 and FG7) described how their dogs limited their drinking to some extent (‘It might
sound quite gay but I’ve got a dog so I can’t go out and get pissed [drunk] and then fester in my bed the next day’ (FG2); ‘We go to dog-friendly bars so that kind of puts paid to … any kind of sliding … staying for five hours (in the pub)’ (FG7). However, these responsibilities did not apply to most respondents in the sample.

Drinking identities

It was clear from our data that drinking alcohol – particularly the choice of drink and drinking vessel – was an important part of identity construction for these LGBT respondents. Respondents discussed stereotypical expectations of what gay men and lesbians drink (alcopops, spirits or sweet colourful cocktails; and pints of beer, real ale or Guinness respectively) and commented on how this was a reversal of the stereotypes usually associated with straight men and women’s drinking:-

FG2
Greg: You’d never get my (straight) brother having a candy floss Martini and I had one last week, so ... something like that. ... My brother's more ... pints of beer and cider and things like that, whereas I very rarely have that.

Alison: I think lesbians drink the same as guys (agreement) ... Like, lesbians will happily just go and sit with a pint. ... I don't think a straight lassie [girl] would do that.

Claire: I think it's a role reversal. Like, if you went to a straight place the guys would have pints and the girls would have ... vodkas but then if you're on the gay scene then it's the other way about (agreement).

When asked to state their favourite drink at the beginning of the group discussions, only half of the gay men (7/15) chose spirits or cocktails and around one quarter (3/11) of the lesbians selected beer or Guinness. Given these preferences, some groups dismissed stereotypes, stating that LGBT people drank a range of different drinks and observed that straight women, as well as gay women, drank pints because this was now socially acceptable. Others were
aware of the stereotypes but were clear that they tended to drink what was cheap or on promotion. With the exception of one teenage gay man, all of those who discussed the cost of drinking identified as female or transgender.

However, even when stereotypes were dismissed as inaccurate, they were still thought to pressure people to drink ‘appropriately’ in order to ‘fit in’. Respondents gave a range of examples of people being surprised when the choice of drink and perceived sexual identity of the drinker did not ‘match’ as expected:-

FG1

Chris: The obvious kind of stereotype is that straight men drink beer ... and that gay men ... drink cocktails ... By and large, I think it’s more or less accurate ... But I think there is a certain pressure to drink what you’re expected to drink. I’ve got a male straight friend who doesn’t like beer ... he asks for like a vodka lemonade ... he gets teased about it and it’s a joke. I mean, it’s nothing serious but I always find that quite ridiculous just cause I think why does it matter? ... I think in these kind of things obviously there is a stereotype there for that joke to be made.

Simon: I think there’s ... a stereotype and it works both ways. I’ve been in gay bars and had a pint of real ale or something and people have looked at me and “What’s that you’re drinking?”

FG6

Pippa: There’s definitely stereotypes cause I don’t know how many times ... when I’ve been in mainstream, straight venues and I will drink pints and then you get folk going, “What are you drinking a pint for? Are you a lesbian?” “I just like pints.”... It’s nothing to do with my sexuality”.

Paul: With gay men, if you drink a pint that means you’re straight ... They kinda, like they get shocked when you drink a pint, they’re like, “Oh, I’ve never seen that. I thought you were on like poof juice or whatever.”

Pippa: Yeah, the very term “poof juice”!

Paul’s use of the disparaging term ‘poof juice’, above, also illustrated the clear connection between alcohol and identity construction. This term was applied to sweet pre-mixed spirits served in individual bottles (‘alcopops’, ‘coolers’, ‘RTD – ready to drink’) with a relatively
low alcohol content (usually around 5% to 7% ABV [alcohol by volume]) such as WKD, Bacardi Breezers, Smirnoff Ice and Hooch. Lesbians in FG2 used the term themselves when discussing drinking alcopops at home:-

**FG2**

**Caroline:** Personally, for me, I don’t like to get pissed [drunk] in the house so if I’m gonna be drinking it’ll be something that I really like, like Malibu or, like, poof juice. (laughter)

Can I ask what...? Poof juice has come up before. Why would it be called poof juice?

**Jacqui:** Cause it doesn't get you drunk.

**Alison:** It's got nothing in it.

**Caroline:** You'd need to drink a million of them to feel anything.

Some discussions linked appearance (hair and clothing), as well as drinking, to identity construction. For example, Jacqui in FG2 suggested that ‘you automatically think of a lesbian with short hair, a checked shirt, a pint’. The combination of these different signifiers was important. For example, Pippa described how she deliberately chose her drink in order to display her sexual identity in certain contexts. Her extract demonstrated her awareness that having long hair and drinking WKD on the scene might signify ‘straight chick’, but that choosing to drink a pint would signify ‘dyke’:-

**FG6**

**Pippa:** If I wasn’t in a relationship and did have any intention of going out on the pull [looking for a sexual partner] on the scene, I would drink pints, simply because no one looks at me and immediately recognises ... “Well, she looks like a dyke”... I’m the imposter on the gay scene - everyone just looks at me and makes the automatic assumption that I’m straight ‘cause I’ve got long hair... but drinking pints is that sort of, it’s like my ticket to ride. “Look ladies, I’ve got a pint, I’m one of you!” Whereas if I was sitting with a blue WKD, I’m pretty sure everyone would just be like “Straight chick in the corner, we’ll just ignore her.”... I mean I do enjoy pints anyway. I drink pints quite often, but...

**Eva:** It wouldn’t just be because you fancied a pint?
**Pippa:** No, it would be because I fancied the chicks ... (laughs). Want them to notice that I’m not the straight chick in the pub!

This awareness of how appearance and drinks were interpreted by others was also demonstrated by lesbians in FG2. When ‘going straight’ (i.e. to straight pubs and clubs), these women discussed dressing up and wearing heels to fit in with their straight female friends and in order to get into some smarter straight venues. Those women who usually drank cider or spirits said they would continue doing so but Jacqui discussed changing her drink from a pint to spirits; her account suggested she would feel incongruous dressed like a straight woman while drinking pints (like a lesbian):

**FG2**

Jacqui: All my pals from school are straight ... I don’t drink as much when I go out with them ... because I’m not gonna sit with a pint and dress and heels and stuff so ... I’m sitting with a vodka.

Caroline: Yeah. Like, see for me personally, I'll go straight only once in a blue moon but when I do it's like I don't feel that comfortable even though I've got the dress and the shoes and all that on, I'll drink but it's more expensive as well ... I wouldn’t feel comfortable going out ... in a nice pair of jeans and a top if they’re all wearing dresses and heels and stuff.

Some transgender respondents were particularly aware of their choice of drink as a prop to express their identity and to challenge people’s preconceptions. For example, Stella described her reaction to being criticised for drinking out of a pint glass rather than a (feminised) half pint glass:

**FG3**

Stella: I did get criticised for not drinking a half pint ... Somebody actually walked up to me: “What are you doing with a full pint? Women should drink half pints ... And I went, “I don’t give a shit. I used to be a man!”
Naomi was particularly explicit about her choice of drink, along with her appearance (drag, beard, monobrow) being part of her gender performance which was deliberately subversive (‘gender fucking’):

**FG6**

*Naomi:* It just kinda comes down to this whole masculinity and femininity thing ... cause like lesbians ... they’re all butch, and the gay men ... they’re all sissies and so like they will drink the sweet and colourful ... and the lesbians will only drink the pints of Guinness ... I don’t identify as male or female either ... (so) people get like, “Oh what are you drinking?” And then sometimes people get really confused about that because they don’t know which kind of, which cliché to put on me ... If I’m all in drag I like to drink like the manliest drink that I can find just to piss people off ... My drag is kind of subversive, and really obviously gender fucking ... like with beard ... and a monobrow ... I tend to then on purpose kind of play around with these stereotypes ... I’ll make a point of drinking a pint because it’s like, part of my performance.

However, respondents were clear that sexual and gender identity were only part of the picture when considering alcohol consumption. As previously discussed, position in the (LGBT) lifecourse was also important; sexual identity might be relevant to drinking when first out on the commercial gay scene but older respondents suggested this changed as they aged. In addition, other identities (‘student’, ‘metal fan’) could be more salient for drinking than ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’. In the extract below, Charlie suggested that while being LGB or T might be one ‘trigger amongst a wide range of triggers’ for heavy drinking, other factors were important too. The extract from respondents in FG6 also illustrated this point as they explained how their identification with particular music scenes had much more influence on their drinking than gender or sexual identity:

**FG1**

*Charlie:* Being L, G, B or T could be a trigger amongst a wider range of triggers (for heavy drinking.) (Like) people who are starting further education ... it's part of the kind of hedonistic student lifestyle, or it can be. But I think there's also that thing if you're newly out, whether you're young or old or whatever your age, if you're newly out, there's that potential that you might actually be accessing the commercial gay scene for the first time and get caught up or sucked into that culture of over-indulging in alcohol.
**FG6**

*Naomi:* Sexual orientation ... related to my alcohol use? I’d be like, “No”... and like with my gender identity as well ... it doesn’t relate ... The people that I socialise with ... some of them just tend to be LGBT. The others tend to be a lot like the whole metal and goth stuff ... that’s just a big part of my socialisation but we tend to drink and so it’s like

*Eva:* Yeah, I don’t think my sexuality would have anything to do with it to be honest. I mean I come from the metal scene as well when I was 18, and we done a hell of a lot more drinking than I do now. A hell of a lot more. (agreement) When I went out to rock clubs we done a lot more drinking than, I don’t think I could even handle that anymore at all. I think I’d end up in hospital.

It is therefore important to acknowledge the diversity of identity ‘frames’ that respondents referred to in their accounts, illustrating the interaction between gender and sexual identity and other markers of identity in performances of self.

**Discussion**

Our study found that alcohol played a key role in identity construction for LGBT people in Scotland. Respondents described the necessity of consuming alcohol to gain courage to first access the gay scene, the expectation that heavy drinking would continue to form an integral part of ‘nights out’ on the gay scene, and persistent peer pressure to drink across the lifecourse. The conventional binary opposition (pints of beer signify ‘masculinity’, sweet colorful cocktails and alcopops signify ‘femininity’) was reversed to signify non-heteronormativity (i.e. lesbians drink pints of beer while gay men drink cocktails and alcopops). Even when respondents rejected these stereotypes, there was a sense that these powerful associations still influenced people’s drinking practices. The use of derogatory terms such as ‘poof juice’ to refer to alcopops illustrates clear associations between drinking and gender and sexual identity (Galloway *et al.* 2007), and demonstrates how homophobic
insults are used to police men’s behaviour (Plummer 1999). Previous research has found that men who do not ‘do’ gender appropriately when drinking (i.e. consume pints of beer) risk being labelled ‘gay’ (de Visser & Smith, 2007; Emslie et al, 2013), ‘ponces’ (Emslie et al, 2013; Willott & Lyons, 2012), ‘poofs’ (de Visser & Smith, 2007) or ‘two beer queers’ (Peralta 2007). However, our study illustrates that gay men are also subject to scrutiny and sanction for not drinking ‘appropriately’. As Peralta & Jauk (2011) argue “asking questions about who uses alcohol, when, how much, and why reveals processes of gender construction and marginalization” (p882).

Research with respondents who identify as heterosexual has also found that quantity of alcohol consumed, choice of drink, and drinking vessel demonstrate ‘who you are’ to (potential) friends and partners (de Visser and McDonnell 2012, MacLean 2016, Niland et al. 2014). However, our study suggests that drinking as a social practice through which people demonstrate a sense of self may be more deliberate and pronounced among LGBT respondents, given their contested subjectivities. For example, lesbians’ awareness of how appearance and drinking combine to display particular gender identities is similar to earlier work illustrating how women in early midlife matched different drinks and clothes to different gendered identities at different times (e.g. matching a dress and heels with wine or cocktails ‘just to be girly’ compared to trainers and jeans and a pint of beer or real ale when ‘playing the lad’, (Emslie et al. 2015). However, the additional identity work required from lesbian and bisexual women in considering what to wear and drink when ‘passing’ as straight (e.g. wearing a dress and heels and drinking vodka) or when signalling their sexual identity (drinking a pint on the scene rather than an alcopop to signify being a ‘dyke … on the pull’ and not a ‘straight chick’) is notable. In addition, recent research has highlighted the complexity and diversity of lesbian (e.g. ‘butch’ and ‘femme’) as well as gay (e.g. ‘gay lad’,
‘twink’, ‘bear’) identities (Peralta and Jauk 2011, Ravenhill and de Visser in press). Future research should focus on how these diverse sub-groups deploy alcohol in order to align themselves with different identities.

Our paper makes an original and significant contribution to the literature. The meaning of alcohol consumption for sexual minority groups is rarely studied and, to our knowledge, this is the first study to include transgender and gender fluid respondents. Our findings have implications for health practitioners; understanding the central role of identity in drinking practices is vital when trying to build interventions to reduce harm among particular populations and eliminate barriers for help seeking if people are concerned about their drinking. Our findings are also significant as they demonstrate the importance of gaining a broad sample of LGBT respondents, rather than only focusing on younger people’s experiences on the commercial gay scene. LGBT people drink at home, at gigs, on the ‘alternative’ gay scene, in mainstream (heterosexual) venues and on the gay scene with straight friends. Identity is complex; at some points in the lifecourse, identifying as LGBT may be linked to drinking behaviours, but at other points different social roles or identities (‘parent’, ‘music fan’, ‘student’) may be more salient. A study which focused on a narrow section of the LGBT community may have misattributed all drinking practices to respondents’ sexual or gender identity. Finally, our research adds to theoretical debates around gender. It has been suggested that the structural contexts in which gay and lesbian people live may lead to the disassembling of ‘taken-for-granted’ gendered norms (Reczek and Umberson 2012). However, our data suggest that sexual minority – as well as heterosexual – respondents are ‘called to account’ for failing to ‘do’ gender appropriately (West and Zimmerman 1987) (e.g. consuming the ‘wrong’ drink for a gay man). In contrast, transgender /non-binary respondents explicitly discussed their ‘performance’ of gender and
reflected on how their non-traditional gender identity allowed, and even encouraged, transgressions and reconstructions of identity. Their well-considered use of alcohol (and dress) to demonstrate sexual and gender identity in our study is notable and may usefully feed into wider debates about gender performance, construction of masculinities and femininities, and drinking.

Like all studies, ours had limitations. First, although we tried to reach a broad range of LGBT people, with the exception of the teenagers in focus group 3, we did not recruit respondents who never accessed the commercial gay scene. We are also aware that we would have benefitted from a bigger sample of transgender respondents, given that this heterogeneous group includes trans-men, trans-women and transgender non-binary people. Secondly, we chose to use discussion groups comprised of friends and colleagues because we wanted to explore shared accounts of drinking and socialising. However, it is possible that the group context may have made it more difficult for some respondents to disagree with the majority view (although there were certainly differences of opinion expressed within the groups). It is also important to remember that respondents were not just describing their drinking within the interview context, they were also ‘performing’ identity within the focus group discussions.

At a broader level, the alcohol industry is well aware that drinking alcohol is an important part of identity construction and has skilfully linked their products to friendship, sociability and attractiveness (for both men and women) and, following the tobacco industry, pleasure, time out and independence for women (Hastings 2010). Many brands have positioned themselves as ‘gay friendly’. For example, Bud Light and brewer SABMiller have sponsored Gay Pride in different UK and US cities, while Smirnoff and Absolute vodka have run social
media campaigns supporting gay marriage. Further work should focus on the targeted marketing of alcohol to LGBT communities through alcohol promotion on the commercial gay scene, and through social and traditional media.
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Table 1 Description of discussion groups and respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group (age range)</th>
<th>LGB or T?</th>
<th>‘Out’ with?</th>
<th>Use gay scene?</th>
<th>Alcohol in last week</th>
<th>N. ‘hazardous’ &amp; ‘harmful’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Gay men’s sports group (25-51 yrs)</td>
<td>4 gay men</td>
<td>Everybody (3) / Nearly everybody (1) /</td>
<td>Rarely (3) / Sometimes (1)</td>
<td>2-27 units</td>
<td>1 ‘hazardous’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Bar group (20-25 yrs)</td>
<td>5 lesbians &amp; 1 gay man</td>
<td>Everybody (5) / Nearly everybody (1) /</td>
<td>Frequently (4) / Rarely (1), no answer (1)</td>
<td>4-76 units</td>
<td>1 ‘hazardous’ 1 ‘harmful’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. HIV charity workers (32-52 yrs)</td>
<td>1 lesbian, 3 gay men, 1 bisexual man, 1 transgender respondent</td>
<td>Everybody (5), Most (1)</td>
<td>Frequently (2), Sometimes (1), Rarely (3)</td>
<td>2-73 units</td>
<td>1 ‘harmful’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. LGBT support workers (27-41 yrs)</td>
<td>3 lesbians, 1 bisexual woman, 1 transgender respondent</td>
<td>Everybody (4), Some (1)</td>
<td>Rarely (3), Sometimes (2)</td>
<td>0-7 units</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. LGBT community group (18-24 yrs)</td>
<td>1 lesbian, 3 gay men, 1 transgender respondent</td>
<td>Everybody (3), Nearly everybody (1), Most (1)</td>
<td>Never (3), Sometimes (1), Frequently (1)</td>
<td>0-2 units</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. LGBT youth workers (19-34 yrs)</td>
<td>1 gay man, 2 bisexual / pansexual women, 1 transgender respondent</td>
<td>Everybody (3), Few (1)</td>
<td>Frequently (2), Sometimes (2)</td>
<td>0-35 units</td>
<td>1 ‘hazardous’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Lecturers (41-46 yrs)</td>
<td>2 gay men &amp; 1 lesbian</td>
<td>Everybody (3)</td>
<td>Rarely (2) / Sometimes (1)</td>
<td>6-25 units</td>
<td>1 ‘hazardous’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 ‘Hazardous’ drinking: 22-50 units for men in a week, 15-35 units for women in a week.  ‘Harmful’ drinking: >50 units for men in a week, >35 units for women in a week (Department of Health 2007, Royal College of Psychiatrists 2001)